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Three-Dimensional Unique Factorization Domain 
Which Is Not Catenary 
Al! rings mentioned in this paper arc commutative with identitv. It is unknown 
whether a Krull domain is catenary or not, however, it is casv to see that a threc- 
dimensional Noetherian unique factorization domain is catcnary (cf. [S, Proposi- 
tion 11.31). (l\‘ote that this proposition needs the assumption that A is Soctherian.) 
Moreover, in [5] it is proved that if a unique factorization local domain is 
xoetherian and Henselian, then it is universally catcnnr!.. On the other hanri. 
some non-Soetherian unique factorization domains of dimension three have 
been constructed by David [I, 21; howcver, they arc catcnary. ‘I-he purpose (:l 
this note is to give a non-Soctherian unique factorization domain of tlimcnsion 
three which is not catmar)-. 
Throughout this paper the notation .tZC .\’ (or .\‘3 -1,) meahs that JI is z 
proper subset of .\: 
(a) (yl , y3X + y,)A[Xj is prime in A[X], where X is an ~~~e~e~?~~~z~~e. 
(b) (yx , y,X + yJ A(X) n A = yrA. (For a ring A(X), see [3, p. 181.) 
(c) A[yJy& is a regular local ring, where M = (yi i y2/y1 ) y3)A[y2/y& 
Proof. (a) Since ylA is a prime ideal in A and the sequence ya , ya is regular 
in Ajy,A, A/(ylA)[XJ(j&X + ya) is an integral domain, where yZ and j$ are 
homomorphic images of ya and ya , respectively, under the canonical home- 
morphism A + A/y,A. Hence (yl , y,X + yJA[X] is a prime ideal in ,4[X]. 
ces to show that (yl ) y,X f yB) A[X] n A = ylA by assertion 
(a). Let c be any element of (yl , y,X + yJ A[Xj R A. Then c = fyl f 
g(yaX + y& where f, g E A[X]. By substituting -(ya/yJ for X, we see that c 
is of the form (b/(y3jM)yI , where b E A 1 ylA. Since A is a unique factorization 
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domain and yr is relatively prime to ya in A, b is divided by (y$” in A. Therefore 
c belongs to y,A. 
(c) Since the sequence y1 , y% is regular in /?, A[X$‘(y,X - y2) is an 
integral domain. \Ve let N denote the maximal ideal (y, , yz , ya , X) A[X] in 
A[X]. Then (AIX]/(ylX -- ya)),,, N A[y,/yJ,,, . Thus we set that A[ye/yJM is 
a regular local ring because /~t(~V/(yrX - ya)) = Ilt(%*) - 1 1 3. 
-\-otation. (1) Let k be any field and let Y, , I’, , Y, , X, , X-a ,... be a 
countably infinite number of indeterminates over k. 
(2) \Vc set A,, = h[[Y, , Yz , Y:J], MO := (I; , 1-a , Y&4,, and pa == Y,A, . 
(3) \\:e set A, = A,,(&), M, = MOA, , fi = YJ, i- I’2 , P, : 
(Y, ,f,)A, 7 and p, --= Y,A, . Then P, n A, = p, by our assertion (b) of 
Lemma 1. Let fl, be the ring A,[fIiY,],,,l, where Arr 27 (Y,,fr/ Y,, Y,)A,[fJY,]. 
IVe set .12, = I\‘,& , P, = (Y, ,f,/Y,)A, and pa = Y,A, . Then it is easy to see 
that P2 n A, =: I’, = fin n A, . b2oreover we set A, = A,(X,), M3 -= IC%,A,  
Jz = YaXB -!- (fr,!Y’r) (note that the sequence Y, ,fJ Y, , Ya is a regular system of 
parameters of A, by our assertion (c) of Lemma I), Ps = (Y, ,$@I3 , and 
p, =- Y A 1 3’ Then P, n A, = pa and so on. Generally WC: set inductively 
A2n+ = A2n(X,& :J&,z+ 1 =y Men&,-, , fn ,I -7 YJn / 1 -’ (fnil’j), Pzn+, L= 
(Y, Ifs-lvL.1 F and pan-., -z YIApn,, . ‘Then WC see that Pen+, n A,, :- pBrr - 
p2n.i1 n -/I,,L . And we set hi,,, = (Y, ,fn..JY1 , k’s) 4wJf,d’,lr Al,,:! = 
&!7Iilv-7L,JYll,\~ Y MW!? -= n71 12:, 1A2n ..p , P21L.! 2 :y (Y, , f,+& Y,) A2n+2 , and 
Ann. 2 -= YA,,+z . Then we see that P2,,.+2 n Ao,:.1 = Pznil -7 p2.,,+:! n Airrfl . 
(4) We set A ‘;-- (Jn>,, ‘4, , M 2 &>a M, , P =- U+,, Pa,kl , and 
P == UnA Pm . ‘Then P =-: p holds by our construction of the prime ideals 
P,,, 1 and pfn . 
(5) We set B, = A, , and set inductively L&r == B,(X,,,). Then B, 
is a regular local ring with a regular system of parameters Y, , Yz , Y, for each rz. 
And we set B = u+,, B, . As is seen easily, 
Therefore B is a unique factorization domain. 
LEYIM~ 2. The follozzing statements hold. 
(a) Pzn ..1 does not contain Y, for each n. In particular, Y, does not belong to P. 
(b) P n A,,, 1 L= PznSl for each n. 
(c) $I 3 1’3 0 is a saturated chain of prime ideals in A. 
(d) dim(A) = 3. 
(e) A is not catenary. 
(f) A is Krull domain. :Voreover A is a unique factorization domain. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose that Y, belongs to I’,, 1 for some 12. ‘l’hen 1’2,1 l contaim 
I’, , jr,!;‘, ) and Y3 , whence P*,, I 2 Jl,, 1 . This contradicts the fact thct 
ilt(P2n .I) 1 2. 
(cj Suppose that there exists a prime ideal Q in .-I such that JI TJ 0 7 I’. 
ThcR Q n iizn., , 2 P?,, , by assertion (1~). If there exists a positi\-e integer IL, 
such that 0 n A ,,+, -= P.,, , for each 12 I..: n,, , t&n 0 P because A : 
Un>@ A, ~ 6n the other hand’, if there exist integers nr < n2 < n3 < ‘.. such 
thatQ n A2n,L1 = LW~,.+~ , i = 1, 2 ,..., then Q = n/b. Hence M 3 P is saturated. 
Now supposi that therl exists a prime ideal Q in A such that P > Q >_ 0. Since 
Q n A,, _C P n A,, = (P n A,,,,) n A,, = Psatl n A,, = pzn , we have 
Q~A,&P,,. If there exists an integer n, such that Q n A,, # 0 for each 
B 2 ql 9 then Q n A,, = p,, because ht(pz,) = 1. Therefore Q 3 
Hence Q = P. On the other hand, if there exist 
0, i = 1, 2 ,..., then 0 = 0. ence P3 0 is saturated. Thus 
turated chain of prime ideals in A. 
(d) Since A2,-Jl/Y1] = B,[l/Y,] and A2n[l/YJ = &J/Y, 
[l/Y1] holds. Clearly, dim(B) = 3. M oreover, we see that dim 
dim(B) and d!m(A[ljY,]) < dim(A) b ecause B and A are local rings. Hence 
dim(B[B/YJ) = 2 because Y&l/Y,] and (Yz , Ys) B[l,jYJ are prime ideals 
in f3[1/ YJ. Therefore dim(A) 3 3. Since dim(A,) == 3 for each EZ, 
dim(l& A,) < 3. 
n 
Tbus dim(A) = 3. 
(e) Assertions (c) and (d) imply that A is not catenary because ,q is a !ocaE 
rirrg. 
(f) Since ht(Y,A) = I by asszrtion (c), Ayl, is a principal valuation ring. 
Let a be any element of A[I/Y,] n Ayla . By the way, AYiA = b, (A2JYIA,, 
because P (7 A,, = p,, . Therefore A.Jl/YJ n (A2,JYIA.2n contains a for a 
suf5cientIy large n. Since A,, is a Krull domain, A,,,[l/Y,] r? (A2n)Y1As, = A,, i 
whence a belongs to A,, . Hence A[l/Y,] fl AyXa = A. Thus the facts thai: 
A[ 1 /YJ (= B[l /YJ) is a Krull domain and A yin is a principal valuation ring 
imply that A is a Krull domain. Finally we show that A is a unique factorization 
domain. Indeed, A[I/Y,] is a unique factorization domain and Y1 is a prime 
element in A. Therefore, by using Nagata’s theorem in [4, p. 211, we see that :I 
is a unique factorization domain. Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is compktcd. 
y the above arguments, we obtain the following conclusion: Tne ring .i is ;I 
unique factorization domain which is not catenary. 
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